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A fun game for 3 or more players!
 
 
 
Bats have poor eyesight and rely on echolocation to find 
their food. 
 
The aim of the game is for the person playing the bat to find food while wearing a blindfold!
 
 
 

How to play. 
 
In a group, form a circle. 
 
Pick one or two ‘bats’ to go in the middle and wear blindfolds.
 
The circle should consist of a few ‘moths’ and the rest ‘trees’.
 
Each bat shouts “bat” and each moth or tree shouts “moth” or “tree” continuously
 
Can the bats detect the moths, or do they go hu

 
 
 

Want to make the game more 
 
To make the game a bit more difficult just have a couple of ‘moths’ and throw in some ‘hedges’, 
‘rocks’ and ‘buildings’ into the mix!

 
 
Play this game in the woods, garden, park, car, at school, while camping
 
 

 
 
 
 
Email your games to:  naturedetectives@woodlandtrust.org.uk
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or more players! 

Bats have poor eyesight and rely on echolocation to find 

The aim of the game is for the person playing the bat to find food while wearing a blindfold!

one or two ‘bats’ to go in the middle and wear blindfolds. 

The circle should consist of a few ‘moths’ and the rest ‘trees’. 

moth or tree shouts “moth” or “tree” continuously

Can the bats detect the moths, or do they go hungry? 

Want to make the game more difficult? 

To make the game a bit more difficult just have a couple of ‘moths’ and throw in some ‘hedges’, 
‘rocks’ and ‘buildings’ into the mix! 

Play this game in the woods, garden, park, car, at school, while camping, wherever you like :O)
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The aim of the game is for the person playing the bat to find food while wearing a blindfold! 

moth or tree shouts “moth” or “tree” continuously. 

To make the game a bit more difficult just have a couple of ‘moths’ and throw in some ‘hedges’, 

, wherever you like :O) 


